
 

Third Sunday in Lent John 3:1-8 
 Romans 6:3-11 

MADE A DECISION 

Step Three 
Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over 

to the care of God as we understood Him. 
 

 It is always fun to argue over which spiritual steps are the most 
important or to discuss which steps are our favorites. Of course it’s 
silly, as if the destination were not the reason for the journey – as if the 
journey itself were not a process wherein each step or phase is part of 
a larger whole. If you take out steps 4, 18, 32, 75, and 94, what happens 
to the person trying to run the mile? It isn’t just difficult, it’s absurd. 
Without all the steps, the journey is not possible. I don’t mean it goes 
wrong; I mean it does not exist. The thought of canceling out some 
phases of a journey because we don’t like them is ludicrous. And it is 
ludicrous that we humans are frequently guilty of claiming we want to 
reach certain destinations without having any intention of taking some 
of the steps that will get us there. 

 It is true that some of the steps on any journey are more mundane 
than others. The step just before you come to a beautiful view is seldom 
as famous as the one with the view. It is just as necessary, but it calls 
forth less appreciation. Step Eight, for instance: “Made a list of all per-
sons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all.” 
Few of us jump and cheer when we come to that step. Many of us put it 
off, and even try to make the journey work without it. It takes some 
of us a long time to figure out that we cannot get to the beautiful view 
without it. 

 Step Three, on the other hand, is a great favorite with many people. 
In Christendom, we normally refer to it as “conversion.” Actually, people 
hate this step the most before they take it, and love it the most afterward. 
Of all people, I don’t want to detract from its importance in any way. 
But we need to keep remembering that marvelous as it is, it is only one 
step along the WAY. This becomes particularly intriguing when we stop 
to remember that some people, and even whole organizations, sometimes 
talk and act like this Third Step is the whole journey, the whole point, 
the whole purpose – that after having taken the Third Step, we have 
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reached the destination. In other words, some people talk like conversion 
is IT: You are converted or you are not. If you are converted, you are 
“saved,” you are “in,” you made it and it’s over. The whole drama of life, 
for them, is seen in terms of the Third Step only. After you are converted, 
your only remaining function is to help convert others. You are into 
or out of heaven, or you are into or out of hell. Being converted is the 
difference, the whole difference, and nothing but the difference. Pretty 
soon all of life is shrunk down to the Third Step. The journey has dis-
appeared, and there is nothing worth living for or being alive for. No more 
journey; just hold on to your ticket and try to get others to get a ticket 
so they can hold on to theirs – day after day, year after year. Never mind 
anything else, just get your ticket. 

 I’m certain God is going to take all these people into heaven. 
But when they get there, they are going to find themselves standing 
in line, tickets in hand, waiting to go through some gate. Only, nobody 
is ever going to come take their tickets. They will just have to wait in 
line until they get tired enough or bored enough to TAKE STEPS to get 
themselves where life is flowing. So we might as well be taking those 
steps right here, and now. 

*          *          * 

 All disclaimers aside, if we don’t try to make the Third Step the only 
step in the journey, it is indeed a marvelous step. In fact, it is one of 
the steps that brings us to a marvelous view. “Made a decision to turn 
our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood Him.” 

 It sounds a little mechanical, but there are four key phrases in 
this step: 

  MADE A DECISION 

  TURN OUR WILL AND OUR LIVES OVER 

  TO THE CARE OF GOD 

  AS WE UNDERSTOOD HIM 

These four segments do have to hold together to make the step, but 
they each carry an important dimension of the step.  
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1.) MADE A DECISION 

 It is a most unnerving thing (we humans never get used to it) 
that there are consequences to our actions. Our intentions have great 
influence on our actions, but the consequences respond to the actions, 
not to the intentions. Most unnerving. It was my intention to hit the 
brakes, but I hit the accelerator instead. Will the consequences arise 
from my intention or from my action? Sometimes it just doesn’t seem fair. 

 If I meditate on it for very long, it can be almost paralyzing. Every 
single thing we do has consequences or repercussions. We stay oblivious 
to it much of the time, just to keep calm. But every word we say and 
absolutely every thing we do is weaving the pattern of where our lives 
are going, what they will be like, and what we will be like. Sometimes we 
take a big action out of sequence and notice that it does indeed have vast 
repercussions. For example, getting married clearly has dramatic impact 
on all that follows, but thousands of lesser choices and deeds were part 
of that “getting married.” Had we done the little ones differently, the 
big one would not have happened. 

 What we do and what we decide are always and forever putting us 
into new positions. We can make choices, but we cannot choose the 
consequences. As my mother used to say, “You get to decide whether 
or not to jump, but you do not get to decide whether you will go up or 
down.” (And she had an endless array of applications.) Choices have 
consequences. We get to make the choices; we do not get to control the 
consequences. Sometimes we can find and receive a forgiveness that 
stops the ongoing wave of consequences, but the consequences up to 
that moment remain. Receiving forgiveness is a new action that sets a 
new wave of consequences in motion, and interferes with the prior wave 
of consequences. 

 Whenever we are taking consistent steps in any direction, the wave 
of consequences begins to mount. You cannot become a Hitler or a 
Charles Manson in an afternoon. It takes years of making decisions 
and taking actions to get so far down a path. Neither can we become a 
St. Francis or a Teresa of Avila in one afternoon. It takes years of decisions 
and actions, each one building and counting on the last. 

 Just so, if we are dealing with the Third Step: It cannot be apart 
from the context of the other steps. It is a decision. We are faced with a 
choice, and this choice is the direct result of having taken Steps One 
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and Two. Many people try to take Step Three as if it were a loner step – 

or a first step. They make a decision to turn their will and their life over 
to God, but they have not admitted powerlessness or come to believe 
that a Power greater than themselves can restore them to sanity. If they 
think they still have power enough to run their lives well and don’t recog-
nize any need to be restored to sanity, can they take the Third Step? 
They can indeed make a decision to turn their will and their life over to 
God, but it will not be the same Third Step we are talking about. It will 
be, for them, a first step, and it will be on a very different path. They 
come to God in pride rather than in humility, and they sign up because 
they have so much to offer, not because they have needs or problems 
of their own. You can argue that it is a more noble and admirable stance, 
a superior way to come to God, and I would have to agree – by definition. 
But it is imperative to see that it is not the same path. 

 Having been through the admission of powerlessness and then 
having come to believe in a Power greater than ourselves – and only in 
that context – we find ourselves facing this Third Step. Should we go back 
to where we were? Clearly that is increasingly untenable. Should we go 
on looking for other options – maybe a new job, a different location, a 
better friend, or some power we have not yet discovered? Always an 
option, but time is running out and the First Step leaves us somewhat 
desperate. Nevertheless, the Third Step is not automatic. We still have 
to make the decision – a conscious decision, in cold blood (so to speak). 
Should we go with this Power we have come to believe in, or should 
we not? Indeed, the Third Step is not automatic. Many people make it 
through Steps One and Two and flat-out balk at Step Three. Alcohol is 
the number-one killer in the United States. Many people come to Step 
Three and commit suicide rather than decide to turn their lives over to 
God. Thousands, facing Step Three, go back to drinking, which is merely a 
slower form of suicide. Thousands come to Step Three from other defeats 
and patterns and cannot or will not make the decision to turn their wills 
and their lives over to God. Every one of them gets some kind of death, 
some form or level of suicide. No indeed, it is not an automatic choice. 

 I am simply saying that it does no good to slough over the first 
phrase. Step Three is decision time. And on some levels, we hate deci-
sions, especially when they sound like commitments. Step Three is 
nearly a total commitment, at least as far as we have any understanding 
about it. This Step-Three decision is by its nature one of those “no 
turning back” places. That becomes more and more clear as we look 
at the rest of the step. 
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2.) TURN OUR WILL AND OUR LIVES OVER 

 No need to belabor this phrase for very long. It makes it very clear 
what this decision is about. Nobody turns will or life over – to anything 
or anyone – if they still have any shred of hope left that they can handle 
things themselves. The images are clear: selling out, surrendering, 
letting go, giving up, turning it over. We hate every one of them. The 
more we hate them, the more we understand what’s going on and why, 
and the clearer the choice becomes. 

 If you turn your will over to some new Power, what’s left to reverse 
the decision at a future time if you don’t like how things are going? 
It’s no wonder so many turn away, even though they are looking into the 
face of death. God is always our very last choice, the lover we settle for 
when all other options are gone. Sometimes we tease and kid about it: 
“When all else fails, pray.” But it’s no joke. It is our reality. To be sure, 
some of us pray for years – with ourselves still in charge. We even think 
we are religious. But that isn’t really prayer. It’s superstition. God is our 
mascot; maybe he will bring us luck. If we are still in charge, it has 
nothing to do with the real God or with being truly religious. 

 When all else fails, we begin to pray – really and truly – and not 
before. To quote Abraham Lincoln: “I was driven to my knees, in the 
sheer realization that there was nowhere else to go.” Why is this state-
ment so powerful? I agree with the truth of it. I believe in prayer. I have 
enormous regard for Lincoln. So why does it make me want to weep? 
Because I feel in that phrase the anguish and the turning point for all 
the people I have ever admired, down through all the ages. I can feel 
Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Jeremiah, Jesus, Paul, Peter, and the thousands 
who have carried our faith and become part of our tradition. And I re-
member my own turning points, the big ones that mattered and stuck – 

the ones that shaped the only part of life that still matters to me. 

 To turn our wills and our lives over, in the sheer realization that 
there is nowhere else to go – that’s conversion. If it is not on that level, 
it is not conversion, and it is not the Third Step. They left everything 
and followed him. (Luke 5:11) When you hear that rooster crow, there is 
no more time for debate or discussion. You are faced with a decision. 
You either go hang yourself like Judas, or you turn your will and your 
life over like Peter. Nothing else makes any sense. There are no other 
options. 
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3.) TO THE CARE OF GOD 

 It is not true of everybody, but many folk do comprehend at an 
early age the significance and flow of the First and Second Steps. It is 
a big, scary world, and some people seem to understand from a very 
early age their vulnerability and weakness. They know they need help 
and protection. Almost from the beginning, they look for some Power 
bigger than themselves that they can count on. For some of these 
people, Steps One and Two have been a way of life for as far back as 
they can remember. They are forever taking the Third Step, except they 
keep rewriting the second half. They turn their will and their life over – 

to mother, to spouse, to church, to a political party, to each new lover, 
to each new job, or to each new cause that strikes their hunger to do 
something noble and wonderful. 

 On the one hand, we have this enormous human reticence to turn-
ing our wills and our lives over to God. On the other hand, we have this 
incredible propensity for turning ourselves over to everything except 
God – sex, friends, golf, computers, what have you. (Or, what has you.) 
The Third Step is a decision to turn our wills and our lives over to God – 

not to a religion, not to another human being, not to anything less or 
other than God. The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom. 
(Psalm 111:10; Proverb 9:10) 

 I will not comment fully, but the phrase says “to the care of God.” 
This is not the macho step where we are going to do God’s will in the 
world, fight evil and injustice, play Joan of Arc or St. George or any 
other great role. That comes in Step Eleven, a long way from here. 
The emphasis here is on “care.” Many people miss that little word in 
this step. We are early in the journey (at least in the description of it). 
In Step Three, we are not doing anything for God – God is going to care 
for us. We are not in any condition or position to be servants yet. 
That’s hard and dangerous stuff. We are still broken, probably mangled. 
It doesn’t matter that some of it is our own fault. God has to heal us, 
feed us, clothe us, soothe the terror, dismantle the guilt, restore our 
identity, bring us back to calmness and peace. Some of the other steps 
are about how God does this. The point is, we are turning our wills and 
our lives over to THE CARE OF GOD. We will probably be asked to do 
some difficult and unusual things (from our perspective) just as soon 
as we turn the reins over, but those things are about our healing and 
being nurtured. 
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 We do not love ourselves or take care of ourselves, even when we 
use those very phrases and try to. Many times we say it: “I need to 
learn to take care of myself.” “I have to watch out for number one.” 
“I’m going to take better care of myself.” But then watch what we go 
and do. Turning our wills and our lives over to God is the first time we 
are ever truly loved, truly cared about, and truly taken care of. And it is 
never the way we would have done it. 

 Step Three is not about taking on new assignments or “onward 
Christian soldiers” or let’s go build the Kingdom or feed the hungry. 
Step Three is turning your will and your life over to God’s caring for you. 
You may smell an assignment coming. You may even be told about it 
because that is often part of the healing of your identity. But that is 
not Step Three. Step Three is turning your will and your life over to 
God’s caring for you. 

4.) AS WE UNDERSTOOD HIM 

 It is patently obvious that we do not understand God. This Third 
Step does not mean to imply that we do understand God. It does mean 
to state as forcefully as possible that we cannot allow anybody else’s 
understanding of God to stand in for us. Specifically, we cannot allow 
a pastor, a church, a creed, an ecclesiastical hierarchy, a relative, a 
peer group, or anything or anyone else to interpret God to us or for us. 
Nothing can be allowed to stand between us and our own relationship 
with God. We must be responsive to our own prayers and meditations, 
or we are not walking this Third Step. So we will be wrong about God, 
and we will make some mistakes about what God wants of us. But that 
doesn’t matter because God can correct and redirect us – as long as 
nothing else is between us and God. 

 This is not about being proud of how well we understand God, 
as if we thought we had God figured out or we had the right views or 
the correct theology. It is the very humble realization that we have to 
start from where we are – and that it must be from where we are – and 
that this new WAY depends upon our keeping it one-on-one between 
us and God. 

 You must be born anew. (John 3:3, 7) Take up your cross and 
follow me. (Matthew 16:24; Mark 8:34; Luke 9:23) Have you forgotten 
that when we were baptized into union with Christ Jesus, we were 
baptized into his death? By that baptism into his death we were buried 
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with him, in order that, as Christ was raised from the dead by the glorious 
power of the Father, so also we might set out on a new life. (Romans 6:3-4) 

 In endless phrases and imagery, the New Testament talks about 
Step Three. What it talks, let us walk. 
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